CHAPTER- 11

SUN WORSHIP IN THE :
VEDIC LITERATURE

CHAPTER- II

SUN WORSHIP IN THE VEDIC LITERATURE
The worship of the Sun as a prominent deity was prevalent among almost all the
ancient nations of the world, for the celestial luminary appealed greatly to their religious
instincts. Surya was being worshipped in India from very early times. Vedic India had a
vigorous tradition of Sun worship, which forms an integral part of Nature worship so
prominently practiced by the lndo-Aryans. The Sun was worshipped under multiple
names and forms in the Vedic tradition. DitTerent Vedic Sun gods represent a special
aspect of the Sun.

Differences in functions. positions 1• aspects and times of daily

worship of the Sun god as well as differences of tribes and families 2 among the lndoAryans and those of society and occupation' among the Aryans and non-Aryans appear to
have contributed to the multiplication of names and forms of the Sun god. Sacrifices were
offered to the Sun god in his various aspects under ditTcrent names such as SGrya. Savitr.
Pil~an.

13haga, Vivasvat, Mitra and

Vi~QU.

each personifying to a greater or lesser extent

the different attributes of the Sun.

I
Surya:

Surya represents primarily the round red orb of the Sun and hence is "the most
concrete of the solar deities' 4 . His connection with the visible luminary orb is very
intimate in the fJ.gveda

5

•

In the Atharvaveda, SGrya looses that intimacy with nature and

becomes primarily a great force of magic and medicine 6 However. in the Briihmm;ws,

Upani:tads and Sutras the orb of the Sun is regularly worshipped 7 In the l].gveda, 8 the
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singer wishes the rising Sun to declare him sinless to Mitra and Vartn;~a. Kau~Itakf used to
adore the Sun god for the removal of his sin9 In the Sutra literature also, he is prayed
particularly to deliver from sin 10 Siirya is also a great healing power, obviously because
•

of the healing qualities of his rays. In the J]gveda, he is worshipped for the removal of
jaundice as well as for the eyesight'

1
•

The healing aspect of Siirya's personality was

developed in fuller terms in the Atharvaveda. There he is prayed for a cure of yellowness
of eyes, skin, teeth and nails as well as for a cure of the cough and pains of different
kinds including that of heart and for the protection of the eyes 12 In the Briihmm;ws, he is
intimately connected with the diseases of the eyes 13 He is also invoked for granting long
life

14

The Sun is the giver of rain and heat. 1'
The Vedic seers also ascribed to Surya ideas higher than those of its material fonn

did. In the /]gveda. the Sun is described as the soul of all movable and immovable
·
I(,
tI1mgs.

This tradition is repeated in the Vedic literature throughout. 17

In the

Briihmm;ws ..4ditya is said to he the supreme essence of the deities and the soul of all the
gods. x In the Upani~·ads. developed the concept of Puruw in the Sun. which is nothing
1

but the formless ultimate reality while the Sun is the essence of the formed and actual

. Jl}
rea IJty.

Surya has hecn repeatedly identified with the universe in the later Vedic

.
21!
Itterature.
He has also heen conceived as the time.' 1 In some B.gvedic hymns. 22 he is
described as a celestial bird called ·Garutman· with beautiful wings (dhya~ supanJa
Garutmiin) while in one verse

23

he is described as a white and brilliant horse brought by

UJii. He is more often described in the /]gveda as moving in a car "sometimes drawn by
one, and at other times by several, four or seven. swift and ruddy horses or mares' 24 His
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rays were sometimes conceived as the seven horses of his chariot.

25

The benevolent nature

of Siirya is very much prominent in the IJgveda but the later Vedic period witnessed the
development of his malevolent aspect too. Siirya is the scorching Sun and is no other than
the death. 26 If there occurs any default, Siirya would burn down the sacrificers.

27

Savitr:
Savitr is "the stimulator of everything" 28 He is the spiritual power of the Sun and
denotes his abstract qualities. The works of impulsion, vivification, instigation and
stimulation are characteristically attributed to Savitr. He enlightens men and stimulates
their thought 29 In the Taittrzya Smnhila, he is often prayed for impulsion. Alharvaveda 30
describes him as the lord of stimulation. In the Brahmm;as, this quality of Savitr has been
repeatedly and emphatically mentioned 31 In the .~rau/a- and the Grhyasiilras, 32

the

impulse of the god finds very frequent mention. Other works such as bestowing of riches.
purification of sin and protection from the evil are also attributed to him. Of course, these
activities remain subservient to his main work of stimulation. He is intimately connected
with the sacrifices in the Vedic tradition 33 Like Siirya. he is pre-eminently a golden deity.
His eyes. arms. hands. tongue and hair arc of gold; so are his armour. chariot and its pole.
Therefore. Savitr is not a mere abstract deity.
Savitr is connected with wisdom and intelligence.q

He is prayed in some

domestic rites for instilling of intelligence. The famous Ciiiyatrl Mantra. 35 known also as
Savitr Mantra. which has been regarded as the valuable hymn to pay devotion to the Sun
god and remained the sacred prayer of every devout Hindu for more than two thousand
years, sheds much light on the nature and personality of Savitr. W. Jones renders it. "Let us
adore the supremacy of that divine Sun, the godhead, who illuminates all, who recreates
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all, from who all proceed, to whom all must return, whom we invoke to direct our
understandings aright in our progress towards his holy seat". 36 According to SiiyaQa, the
hymn means: 'We mediate on the light which is one with Brahma; his own light which,
from its consuming influence on ignorance and its consequences, is termed bhargas and is
that which is desirable, from its being to be known or worshipped by all (the property of
the supreme being, the creator of the world and the animator through the abiding spirit of
all creatures). Thus, the Mantra contains the belief that the solar light is the symbol of
ultimate reality. It is enjoined in the Briihmw;as to employ this hymn in many rituals. 37 It
is also utilized in the Gopatha Briihmw;a of the Atharvavedic tradition 38 The Arar.zyakas
and the Upani$ads have interpreted it in the highest metaphysical sense. 34 It finds mention
in the Sutra literature too

40

In addition to the GiiyatrT Mantra. !Jgveda associates Savitr

with the highest metaphysical ideas elsewhere too. Savitr has been invoked as the supreme
god. the creator and the preserver, and the regulator of all movable and immovable 41 In the
Chimdogya

l!pani~·ad

(3.12), he has been symbolically identified with the ultimate reality.

These descriptions of Savill later on contributed to the development of the Sun-sect by the
sectarians.
In the Briihmanas
. and the Slitras. Savitr. is the chief deitv- in the initiation
ceremony. Owing to his connection with stimulation, sacrifices and wisdom. the
intelligentsia of the Vedic society 42 seeminglv favoured him. In the later Vedic literature>'
the intellectual classes, particularly the BriihmaQas. are frequently referred to as
considering Savitr-worship by means of the CiiiyatrT hymn as essential for spiritual
upliftment. The oblations to Savitr are to be given at the house of a carver 44
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Pu,an:
Pii~an

signifies the benevolent power of the Sun, manifested chiefly as a pastoral

deity. He has been intimately connected with cattle and pastoral life in the ]J.gveda.
•

connected with the prosperity of cattle in the later Vedic literature too

46

45

He is

He takes care of

cattle so that they may not be dashed to pieces in the ravine, brings them home safely,
when they have gone astray, and in general, restores lost things.

Pii~an

is intimately

connected with paths in the ]J.gveda 47 He is a guardian of the roads, which is a
characteristic feature. 48 He knows the roadways and protects his devotees from dangers
such as wolves and robbers. He is intimately connected with a particular class of people
known as Pm;zis 49 who were traders and most probably non-Aryans 50 He has been asked to
generate generosity in their hearts so that they become complacent towards the priests. He
ha~ a beard and braided hair. lk travels in a chariot drawn by a goat

51

and he carries a

golden spear. an awl, and a goad. His favourite J()()d is karambha ("gruel .. ). He is
connected with marriage in the wedding hymn 5 ' He is invoked to lead the bride safely. 51
There is no growth of his personality in the later Vedic literature except his spiritualization
in the

Upani!fad~.

The Bharadvajas are special priests of

Pu~an

in the !Jgwda. The

oblations to Pil~an arc to be given at the house of a divider. 54
Mitra:

Mitra (Iranian Mithra) is identical with Mithra of the Indo-Iranian Sun god 55 In
the !Jgveda, he is so closely associated with VaruQa that he has virtually lost his
independent stature. Only one hymn 56 is exclusively devoted to him. where it is stated that
'he brings men together by the utterance of his voice. and watches the tillers with
unwinking eye'. According to MacDonnell, 57 the bringing of men together is a distinctive
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feature of Mitra in the Vedic literature.

~gvedic

evidence points to Mitra as the

representative of the beneficent aspect of the Sun as suggested by the name Mitra which
originally meant "an ally". In the Q.gveda (VII.62.4), he is mentioned as the dearest friend
of the people. The later Vedic literature also refers to his friendly nature. 58
He attains independence in the later Vedic literature. In the Atharvaveda, Mitra is
represented as uncovering in the morning what has been covered by Varw;ta (IX.3.18). The
Taittirfya Smnhitii also directly refers to Mitra as the god of the day and Varw;ta as that of

the night 59 This view prevails in the Briihmm;zas too. Saya1,1a

60

and other commentators

regarded Mitra as the presiding deity of the day as well. It is only in the later Vedic
literature that Mitra appears as a god of concord and agreement. 61
Vi~J)U:
Vi~1,1u

is the most interesting of the different solar divinities, as he became one of

the principal constituents of the composite god of the

Vai~1,1ava

religion. The main

characteristic of his nature is his three steps. Exclusive epithets like UruKiiya (wide going).
Urukrama (wide going) and Vikrama meaning swift motion are applied to him several

times in the Vedic literature. He is the personification of the swift-moving Sun 62 Two of
his steps are visible. However, the third or highest is invisible. far beyond the !light of
birds, and is as an eye fixed in heaven, shining brightly down. It is the supreme power in
the universe and three worlds are engulfed in it.
strides

63

Yi~1,1u

traverses three regions by his three

This is a characteristic quality of him in the Vedic literature throughout 64

Sakapiil,l!, a predecessor of Yaska, regards these three strides as the course of the Sun
through three divisions of the universe, earth, air and heaven. 6 '

AUfl,liiviibha, another

predecessor of Yiiska (Nirukta, 12.19) takes them to mean the rising, the culminating and
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the setting of the Sun. Modem scholars like Max Muller, Keith, Wilson, Roth, MacDonnell
and Kaegi favour the latter view. He took his three steps to protect the man in distress, to
provide him a dwelling. 66 In the Briihmm;ras, he is said to assume the dwarf form in order
to help the god against the demons. 67
Vi~QU sets in motion, like a revolving wheel, his ninety steeds (days )68 with their

four names, 'an allusion probably to the three hundred and sixty days of the year divided
into four seasons. It is significant to note that here

Vi~QU

has been compared with cakra,

the symbol of the Sun god, which became one of the prominent emblems of Vi~QU in the
later mythology. The most outstanding heroic deeds performed by

Vi~1,1u

were two: firstly,

he helped lndra with whom he is closely associated in the battle with V{tra, and secondly
he took three strides in order to traverse the whole world.
Vi~QU, from the very beginning. was popular among the Aryan masses as the god

of productivity. So prominent is hi' quality as the great source of fertility. procreation and
vegetation in the Vedic and the post-Vedic literature that many consider him primarily as
the god of fertility. In the f!.,e:veda. he is frequently invoked for bestowal of food 6 '' The
later Vedic literature also associate him with the lood as well as plants 70 In his invocation
with other deities. he is invoked to promote conception. 71 He is invoked in the conception
rite lor laying the womb 72 He is a protector of embryos. It is said in the later Vedic
literature that he blesses his worshippers with children 73 Thus. he is also a god of fertility
/

and productivity and this, perhaps, accounts for his being called Sipivi.J'!"·
Vivas van:

Vivasvan appears to have originally represented the rising Sun. He was also looked
upon by the hyrnnists as the first sacrificer and the ancestor of the human race. He is the

l]_

1Jf;)111
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zoot

husband of Tv~tf, the daughter of Tv~tru, the architect of the gods. He is believed to
protect one from Yama. The Vedic legend 74 about the marriage of SaraJ;Jyu, the daughter
of

Tv~ta,

with Vivasvan was obviously the basis of the elaborate story current in the

Epics, and the Puriil;lic story about Surya marrying Sainjfia, the daughter of Visvakarma,
her desertion of Siirya after leaving with him her shadow (Chiiya) due to her inability to
bear her husband's excessive brilliance and Visvakarma's attempt to reduce it in order
that his daughter might endure it.

The Adityas:
Most of the deities mentioned above along with a few others like Amsa, Dak~a.
DhatrL MiirttaQda, etc. came to constitute, in different groupings and different contexts. a
•

special class of gods collectively known as the Adityas. ·sons of Aditi', though Aditi was
also looked upon as the mother of all the other Vedic divinities. Originally, six Adityas
are mentioned in the ~gveda: Mitra. Aryama. Bhaga. Yarut;Ja. Dak~a and Athsa 7 '
However, the nwnber increased from six to seven bv the entry of Surya and to eight by
the inclusion of MiirttaQga . Eight Adityas also occur in the Atharvaveda and the Taillirlya
Samhitii. In the Taillirlya Brahmm:za.

76

the names of eight Adityas are mentioned as

Mitra. YaruQa, Aryaman, Amsa. Bhaga. DhatrL lndra and Vivasvat. Owing to different
.

I

traditions. there has been difference in the list of the Adityas. The Satapatha Brahmm;w
at one place fixes their number at eight including MarttaQga. while in two other
passages.

77

it raises the number to twelve and identities them in this context with the 12

months. However, their names have not been enumerated. The identification of the Sun
god with the Time is a marked feature of Sun worship of the later Vedic era. The Epics.
Puriil;J.as and other later texts accept the number twelve. Many of the solar deities of the
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Vedic period are found here. Later, the worship of the twelve Adityas along with that of
the Navagrahas (the nine planets) carne to occupy an important place in the religious life
of the Hindus.
Mitra: Mitra, one of the Adityas, has already been discussed.
Aryaman: Aryarnan, also an Indo-Iranian deity, is a less defined aspect of Siirya

and so much destitute of individual traits that in the 'NaighaiJ!Uiw' he is not included in
the list of the gods. According to Wilson, Aryaman presides over twilight. 78 He is
described as the animator of humankind
!J.f!:Veda

80

79

His friendly nature is referred to in the

and finds mention in the Atharvaveda too

81

Thus, the conception of Aryarnan

seems to have differed but little from that of the greater Aditya. Mitra. Aryarnan, which
means chivalry, is the chief of Pitrs
Bhaga: According to Yaska, 82 Bhaga is the presiding deity of the forenoon

However, its association with the Sun is not very clear. The name means 'dispenser' or
'giver' and is of Indo-European origin. He is also regularly concci\ ed in the Vedic hymns
as ·a distributor of wealth' usually the gift of lndra and Agni. the chief leader of rites 81
and the sustainer of the world 84
Ath.~a:

Amsa has also no individual personality. He is almost synonymous with

Bhaga. expressing both the concrete sense of 'share, portion· and that of apportioncr'.
Dak$a: Dak~a was considered with Aditi as the universal parent representing the

luminous sky.

85

It fits in with his description in the .<:arapatha Briihma1Ja 86 as Prajapati.

VaruQa: VaruJ;Ia is described as a 'very wise son of Aditi.

87

and the chief of the

Adityas in the Vedic literature. Mostly. he is described and invoked along with Mitra, and
only sometimes with other gods. He seems to represent the luminous encompassing sky 88
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SiiyaQ.a, 89 the well-known commentator of the Vedas, however, remarks that the setting
Sun alone is called Varw;m. He causes the night by his departure.
Siirya: Siirya- the seventh Aditya has already been described.

.

Mlirttaf}da:
. MarttaQ.da, the eighth Aditya has almost no individual feature. It is
only said of him that he was born from a dead egg and was thrown away by Aditi. He is
mentioned just as a name of the Sun god in the later Vedic literature. 90 It is suggested by
MacDonnell that he is a representative of the setting Sun.

91

Asvins: The character of these two deities, always mentioned in one name Asvins,
is not well defined. The most marked feature is that the Asvins are twins and inseparable
generally 92 Yaska takes the Asvins to be the twilight before dawn: half-dark, half~light.
However. he has also quoted altemativc views of his predccessors 91 Some considered
them as the heaven and earth. others as the day and night and some others as the Sun and
the moon while the legendary writers or writers of history regarded them as two kings,
performers of holy acts. However. their solar character is atlirmed by their connection
with O~a (Dwan). Siirya <md Yivasvat. O~a who is probably their sister comes in their
wake. Surya. daughter of Siirya. is their wife and accompanies them on their car. 94 The
car of the Asvins is golden or Sun-like''' in all its vari<lUS parts and traverses heaven and
earth in a single day as the cars of the Sun and

O~a

arc also said to do. They are the sons

of Vivas vat and SaraQ.yli. daughter ofTva~n.''"
The attributes 'rudravartanl (having a red path) and 'hirwJyavartanl (golden
pathed) are peculiar to the Asvins. They reveal the light aspect of the Asvins' personality.
The close connection of the Asvins with horses as their name as well as other connections
is again a pointer in the same direction. They appear in the early dawn97 when they yoke
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their horses to their car and descend to earth to receive the adorations and offerings of
their votaries.
The Asvins are connected with marriage, production and love.
along with several other gods to bestow fertility on the bride.

99

98

They are invoked

They gave the wife of a

eunuch a child and made the barren cow yield milk. 100 They are responsible for the rain
so essential for the fertility of the vegetative world. 101 They are divine physicians with
several Rgvedic legends of miraculous cures to their credit. These legends illustrate their
role as the physicians for diseases such as blindness in the main or restoring youthful
vigour, helping young maiden in production and works connected with procreative
potency. In the later Vedic literature also. they are the physicians restoring the eyesight
and other diseases. 102 In the Upani.rad. the Asvins are mentioned sparingly but wherever
they find reference is in cmmection with the procreation. 103 The character of charioteers
attributed to them in the f!.gveda is maintained in the later Vedic literature. There is a
reference in the Taittirlya SaihhitiJ to the effect that the oblations for the Asvins should be
offered in the house of the charioteer. 1114
In the later Vedic literature. it is found that the position of the Asvins came to be
degraded and the orthodox circles looked down upon them. The Taittirlya SamhitiJ
mentions that at the beginning, the Asvins did not drink Soma and it was later that they
acquired the habit of drinking Soma. A bad Brahmm;a who desires to drink Soma offers
prayer to them. In a similar way. the Brcihmm;ws infonn that the deities did not invite
them at the sacrifice as they mixed with the human beings too much. The position of the
Asvins declined in the later Vedic age probably because of too much emphasis on their
fertility aspect. The orthodox circles regarded this field as a private and closed book and
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therefore, did not like this aspect of them, which came to be more prominent in the postVedic era.

II
The Sun was also adored in theriomorphic, fetishistic and symbolic forms in the
Vedic period. These aspects were, however, not very important.
Behind the anthropomorphic forms of some solar gods, probably there may have
been some animals. The Asvins seem to have the horses,

Pil~an

the goats and

Vi~QU

the

bird in the background of their personalities 105 In addition to these identifications of the
Sun gods with the animals, there were a variety of animal-fetishes of the solar deities in
the Vedic worship. These fetishes, no doubt, played a minor role.
The horse in general is a symbol of the Sun god. This becomes evident from his
several descriptions in the [J.gveda

106
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and in the later Vedic literature. 1' It is said that the

dawn leads a white steedwx The BrahmliiJliS have directly identified the Sun with the
horse. 109 In the A.ivamedha sacritice, horse was employed a<> the symbol of the Sun as
the lord of the heaven. 110 The bull is another symbol of the Sun god in the Vedic
literature. Surya has been called a bull in the 8gvedu. 111 In the Taillirlya Smnhita

112

and

the .~atapatha Brclhmm;za. 113 the Sun has again been described as the bulL In many
Atharvavedic rites. the bull used to be employed as the symbol of the Sun-god. 11 " The
bull represents the procreative potency of the Sun. 115 The goat appears to have been
another animal-fetish of the Sun god. According to MacDonnell,

Pil~an

was specially

associated with the goat. The bird in general was also symbolic of the Sun god due to its
fast speed. Frequent comparison is found in the 8gveda

116

between the Sun and a few

birds such as an eagle, a swan, a falcon etc. The Sun has been referred to a number of
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times as a particular bird 'Suparl)a-Garutmat' (probably a mythical bird) or simply

Suparl)a. In the later Vedic literature also, such descriptions occur.
Besides animals, various material objects were also employed in the Vedic times
to symbolize the Sun god. The wheel served as a well-liked symbol of the Sun god. It
represented both the shape and motion of the Sun.

117

The wheels of the Sun's car are too

often referred to in the IJ_gveda. 118 The wheel was also frequently used as a symbol
representing the Sun in the Vedic rituals 119 such as the Vajapeya sacrifice or the ritual of
laying the sacrificial tire or the solstice-festival. A golden disc as well as simple gold was
also employed to symbolize the Sun god in the Vedic ritual.
originated in the
the Sun.

121

~gvedic

120

The practice might have

age. In the Vedic rituals, a gold plate served as the symbol of

In various rituals, simply the gold was employed to represent the Sun god. 1"

A firebrand was also utilized as a symbol of the Sun.'''
The lotus also served in the Vedic rituals 124 as a symbol of the Sun probably in his
fertility aspect. Lotus appears to he connected with the Sun in the Atharvaveda. 12 ' A
circular white hide also symbolizes of the Sun god. 121' The white colour. sacred to the Sun
127
12
god, also served as his svmhol.
Gencrallv.
. a white horse , a white cow x, or a white
.

1-,lJ.

round sktn - 1s used to represent the Sun.
Material objects like the wheel. the disc, the lotus etc. that served as symbols of
the Sun god in the Vedic rituals are found on numerous carl' coins. 1111 some of which
may be dated in the later Vedic ageL"

These representations might have been

encouraged by the Vedic tradition. These material objects symbolized the Sun god only
during their employment in the rituals and therefore, they tend to command importance as
ritual components than as icons. llowever, they may he taken to be the precursor of later
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images. The general trend of the Vedic society as indicated in the Vedic literature seems
to be aniconic. 132 The aniconic tradition of the IJ.gveda goes on in the later Vedic period
too. However, it is evident from the use of symbols as Sun-fetishes in the Vedic rituals
that the tradition of the worship of the Sun has moved forward from the purely aniconic
tradition to the semi-iconic phase as these vimbas or Sandris pratilq:ti served as
temporary icons of the Sun in unconventional sense. Not only iconic tradition but also
public worship by means of temples could not be developed. One thing should, however,
be mentioned here. Sun in human form has been found represented on the Mauryan
potterym and actual specimen of the Sun-images of the first or 2nd Century B.C. 134 has

-

been discovered as well. Therefore. it is not unnatural to suggest that by the last part of
the Siitra period the tradition of image making and worship was prevalent among a
section of the people most probably outside the Vedic circle.

Ill
The adoration of the Sun under one name or other is important and essential in all
the social and religious rites and ceremonies of the Vedic society. It shows that Sun
worship was popular among the people in Vedic India. The ceremonies where the
worship of the Sun was integral are the following:
The Sun is worshipped at different occasions in the marriage ceremony.

Pii~an

is

prayed to lead the bride safelyu 5 Mitra, Vi~QU and Siirya along with other gods are
invoked to protect the couple. 136 After marriage, on the fourth night towards the morning
the husband offers oblations with prayers to the Sun for expiation. 137
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In the initiation ceremony, Sun god plays a far more important role. The recitation
of the Giiyatrl hymn is the most important part of the ceremony 138 Siirya is prayed for
bestowal of insight and radiance on the student. 139 When the charge of the student is
given to the Sun, he is to be worshipped. 140 When the teacher takes charge of the student,
many solar deities are invoked. 141

The worship of the Sun is to be done when the

. ends. 142
students h1p
The worship of the Sun is prescribed in all the smhskiiras. In the Kdanta and

Cudakarman ceremonies, Savitr is invoked. 143 The recitation of the hymn sacred to the
•

>

Sun is prescribed for a valiant male child.

144

The child in his fourth month is made to

look to the Sun while the adoration to the Sun continues by means of the muttering of the
\4'i

hymn. ·
The role of the Sun god is important in the daily life too. In a few ( lrhyasiitras.
every householder is enjoined to offer oblations to the Sun god daily in the moming. 146
.
H
. 14X ta
• II .
In case someone sees a b ad d ream. 1·17 nses
a"er
t h e sun-nse.
s m some danger 14'1

or desires to win co-wives,

1 0
'

the worship of the Sun is to be done. Every twice-born

householder is to perform the Sandhyopllsami. a form of the Sun worship. The Morning
Prayer along with the mutkring of the (/ilmtrl
Mantra and facin~
towards the east should
.
'
begin before the Sunrise and goes on until the disc of the Sun is on the horizon. The
evening prayer commences by facing the north-east along with muttering of the c;aymrl
when the solar disc is about to set and it continues till the stars appear in the sky. 1 ' 1 Offer
of an arghya to the Sun is also prescribed. 152 As the Sandhya was to be done according
to the procedure laid down in the Grhyasiitras and Dharmaszltras daily by every twice-
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born Hindu, 153 it may be said that Sun-worship in its spiritualized form was a very
important feature of social life.
In various seasonal ceremonies and festivals, Sun god figures prominently. At the
partaking of the first fruits of the harvest 154 as well as in the house-building ceremony, 155
the Sun is worshipped. In many agricultural festivals 156 and in the funeral ceremony, the
Sun is also worshipped by means of reciting the hymn propitiatory to the him. 157 An
Aditya-vrata prescribed for a student is referred to in the Gobhila Grhyasi1tra.

158

In

addition to the common people. the aristocratic circles of the Vedic society also
worshipped the solar deities. This is evident from the worship of the Sun in the
Agnicayana and Agnihotra, employment of the solar symbolism in the A.svamedha and

the Viijapeya sacrifices as well as in the ceremony for the setting up of the sacred fires.
places of the Sun gods given in the Soma sacrifices and offering of libations to

Pu~an.

Savitr and Surya in the seasonal sacrifices.'"~ It was beyond doubt that the Sun was not
worshipped independently outside the institution of faiiia.

Method of Worship:

The Sun, like other deities. was worshipped through the recitation of the hymns
and the otTerings.

160

The recitation of hymns was essential in the Vedic worship. The

hymns were of two types: the prayer and the praise. There arc internal evidences in the
IJ.gveda and the later Vedic literature in tin. our of this. The recitation of hymns sacred to

the Sun is also referred to in the Briihmw;zas. the .~raula- and the Grhyasiitras. 1" 1 [t is said
in the Siitras that the hymns were to be murmured and not recited. This practice was
called japa. There are many references in the Grhyasiltras to the japa of hymns for the
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Sun worship. The procedures of Sun worship may be known from the study of the
constituents of the Sandhyopiisanii, which is a type of Sun worship. Those constituents
were japa (the muttering of the Giiyatrf Mantra), the arghya, the iicamana (cleansing the
mouth), the priif)iiyama (the inhalation and exhalation of the air), the miirjana, the
aghamarJana and the upasthiina. 162 Emphasis is laid on the japa in the Grhyasiltras but
in the Dharmasiltras elaborate rules have been evolved for other elements.
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As the

Sandhyopiisanii was the ideal worship for every twice born householder. it may be
suggested that the general worship of the Sun god necessitated these procedures as well.
The offerings consisted either of the oblations or of the libations. The oblations
consisted of clarified butter poured on fire while the libation was that of the Soma juice in
•

the tire, on the ground or on the sacred grass strewn on the floor. The libation of Soma
juice was an essential part of the Vedic ritual and all the solar deities \\ere connected with
it. References are found in the Vedic literature of the oblations of clarified butter to the
.
.
S un go d s. IM .sa lutalions
are o t''.ere d an d me d'!lations
are add resse d to s. urya
Savitr.

16
"

lo<·

an d

It is enjoined that the horses of the Sun arc also to be sa\utatcd. 167 Meditation

devoted to the Sun also tinds frequent mention in the Chiindo);ya /.f)(111i~·ad (11.9).
Beholding of the light of Surya is also prescribed. According to the \lailrT L{wni~ud
(1.2). the worshippers arc supposed to gaze on the solar orb. The worship of the Sun was

essentially domestic. as the entire ceremony was performed in the house of the
worshippers. It was non-sectarian too. as ,·arious deities were simultaneously invoked
and many of them in tum were praised as the supreme deities. No reference is made to
any temple or any place of community-worship in the early Vedic literature.
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Worship of the Sun is prescribed for once (in the morning), twice (in the morning
and the evening) or thrice (at the dawn, the noon and the evening) in a day. Three
occasions of Sun worship are indicated even in the ]J.gveda. According to Aitareya
•

Briihmm;a, the hymns sacred to the Sun god should be recited in keeping with his

movement. Sun worship for twice a day (in the morning and in the evening) is mentioned
in Kausltaki Briihmm;za. 168 Three occasions of Sun worship is referred to in the
Upani!fads as well. Kausltaki used to adore the Sun in the morning, at midday and in the

evening. 169 Worship of the Sun as the symbol of Brahman is also prescribed at seven
different times of the day. 170 These seven times are as follows: the pre-rise, the post-rise.
the cow- gathering, the mid-day. the past mid-day, past afternoon and the post-sunset. It
seems that in the beginning, the Sandhyopiisanii used to be perfonned twice - in the
morning and in the evening,
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but later. it was to he done for three times- the morning.

the noon and the evening. 172
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